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Football lntramurals

'/ 'f) ,'7

Arizona .high-jumper-tu~:ned
football-player Ed Caruthers was
not always best known for his
leaping 'ability. "All through high
school I was more of a football
player than a high jumper," says
Ed. "I went to Santa Ana Junior
College to play football. It wasn't
until I set a national freshman
record of 7-1 there and made the
'64 Olympic team that track became my big sport." Caruthers
will play either ftanker or defensive halfback with the Wildcats.

College Inn Beats
Snuffers by 16-13
Intramural football action was
slim Friday with only four games
on the schedule and three of these
in League IV,
College Inn edged Snuffers 1613 on a second-half touchdown by
Gary Linkys, Bob Perea took a
touchdown pass from Don Murphy for the game's only score as
Alpha Phi Omega downed the
Animals 6-0. Rich Glover and Jim
Soper led the NROTO to a 26-0
shutout victory over the Newman
Center.
In the only other game Phi
Delta Theta took a 6-0 win over
'
the Fijis.
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To Affect: Hirin~
Of U. Professors

WANT ADS
TERR~ STONE .PASSES for one of 25 completions against the University pf

!fi€~;:~1::te l:!d~~~:a:~e~h~n A~~s~r!!0~2~~~ ~~:~~t:eth~he32;op;a:ds t~~:~e0~k~ed t:!s t:r':~~hN~:

ROOM & BOARD
THE COL~GE ~ still has some accommodatmns available. 20 Ill:eals a week
m!Joid & linen service. color TV swim.~
mmg pool, luundry facilities 'private
Parking, walking distance to' campus
Moderately priced. 803 Ash JS'E Phon~
243-2881.
•

*

*

*

*

UNM quarterback Terry Stone
is this week's choice for The
Lobo's "Player of the Week"
award. Stone is the leading passer in the nation and will probably remain on top this week
after his performance Saturday
against Utah.
The junior is a transfer from
Baylor University an'd is in his
first season as a Lobo. He was
red-shirted last year to meet the
NCAA rule on transfers.
Stone, playing only the first
three quarters of the Utah game,
completed 25 passes on 53 attempts for 323 yards. That will
b?ost both his passing totals and
h1s t_otal offense in the national
rankmgs.
·
. He is in the process of shatterIn~ both school and Western AthletiC Conference passing records
and s.ti~l has a year of competition
remammg.

TYPEWRITER Sales & Services all
makes •. 20 percent dl~count with this ad.
Fr
ee Pickup and debvery. Open until 8
P.m. on Monday & thursday E & E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE Phone
243-0588.
•
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
FOR. SALE: Si!vertone Amp with foot
sWJtch-very good
condition,
cost
$179.011-;sacrlllce $100,00. Also Hulf:v 3
speed b1ke-excellent $25 00 Tel 277
3123. 10/6, 9, 11, 12,
• •
1957 9aEVROLET 2 dr. a c:vlinder automatiC $365.00. Call 268-4742 after 5
p.m.l0/6.

PLA~OY Maga•ine Student Rates now
~!able. Save $3.25 per year or more.
9082•~/6, ,9Cn1mlpus
, 1 2 . Representative. 247BSA 1965 M~el 350 cc. Metallic Blue &
Chrome finub. In perfect condition
~~Js. i~~-}~.1~ • da;vB, 255-8436 after

s:

PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS PSYCHA
DEJ:.IC POSTERS & BUTTONS. Jf w~
~n t has ve them, then :vou don't want
em. end for samples and Jist MA
DAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop' 460 ij
E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 80220.
FOR RENT

Going into Saturday's game he
was third in the nation in total
offense, besides leading in passing.
Nowhe has completed 77 of 167
a~rial attempts for 1032 yards.
H1s total offense is now 916 yards.
In four games he has been caught
for 116 yards of losses on the
ground or his total offense would
be much greater.
Stone is a 6'-1", 190-pound junior who starred for Highland

High School in Albuquerque in his
prep days. He underwent surgery
last summer, but completely recovered and won the starting
quarterback post this season.

1967 CLASS Ring lost Sat. Sept, 30 at
or !Jcar the Newman Center. Ring has
N m center of ruby stone and Initials
~o;f,· 5~3.w9~rd offered. Phone 877-5836.
MISCELLANEOUS

"Dl'T
~pplication
E:," clo~ 35. cents,

with an Eligible
3 for $1.00. Royal
875~Pllzes, Box 1502, Santa Fe, N.M.

WANTED:
WANTE!easD: Used weight lifting set at
t 125 lbs. Cnll Steve, 255-9162.'

~rdf',

~

Whatever kind you smoke,
you owe it to yourself to
try MONZA Pipe Tobacco.
Your favorite pipe will give
you more pleasure when
you choose this imported
blend of the world's fine
tobaccos.
:. . .
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Get Your Picture
In The ·1968
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WEDNESDAY

8:00a.m. to 8:00p.m.
. .•'

•

Men-Coat and Tie
Women-Dark Sweater or Blouse

. City .. --.. . -....... -.-................__,.
....._. __ _
Zip

ALL CLASS PICTURES

NE end of SUBin thF> Music Room

One 2 x 3 f6r you and one ;•01• tL
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By BOB STOREY
The recruiting of new teachers
and the keeJ?ing of good ones
could face· problems because of a
state directive calling for a five
per cent ceiling announced yesterday on pay raises for state
employees.
Ed Hartman, director of the
state department of finance and
administration, said yesterday
that the five per cent guideline
would be in effect for state administrative personnel and other
persons not already covered by
the guideline of the State Personnel Board. Salary increases
will no longer be automatic and
minimum increases of five per
cent will be enforced.
Professors Included
"This includes university teachers, administrators, and staff because they are paid by the state
and I consider them state employees," Hartman said.
Hartman told The Lobo by telephone yesterday that he ordered
the guidelines because the state
is in an economic crisis and the
increase in salaries is "putting
too much strain on the state's tax
structure."
He said he was particularly
concerned with the 10 to 20 per
BILL DOLAN, Jlomecoming '67 chairman, :Aid .last rught tlii.t a11 tilmets-ab0ut"9500-for the Herb cent salary raises given to some
Alpert and the Tijuana Brass concert have been sold out. T.he concert is . scheduled to begin immediately New Mexico colJege faculty memafter the game with Arizona State Saturday night, Harpers Bizarre, another nationally recognized musi- bers and administrators.
cal group, will play at a dance Friday night in the Union Ballrpom after the Homecoming queen's coro- Draws Criticism
nation in Johnson Gym at 8:15p.m. Tickets for Friday night's dance are now on sale in the Union ticket
"What you are in effect doing
booth at $1.50 per person•
(with the guideline) is ke!lping
the mediocre faculty members,
making it impossible to recruit
the ones we need to make the
University great, and losing the
ones we need to keep," said one
faculty member when he heard
about the pay-raise ceiling.
"The good instructors have
had several offers to go elsewhere; we're in a sellers' market,"
he said.
UNM President Tom L. PopeHe is totally opposed to nuclear Washington. No Justice DepartBy RICHARD ANTHONY
joy
said he received Hartman's
war,
and
to
"any
war
or
'peacement
hearing
was
held.
Collegiate Press Service
guidelines last week and is serikeeping
action'
which
involves
of
CarleMcAuliff,
a
graduate
"Nothing contained in this title
shall be construed to require any the nationals of one country in- ton College and a Peace Corps ously concerned about them.
person to be subject to combatant tervening in another and which veteran, now liYes in Washing- Contracts Not Violated
training and service in the armed does not receive the backing of ton.
"I wish to point out that the
forces of the United States who, the broadest-based international Precedents Lacking
faculty and staff contracts for
The decision by the Indiana 1967-68 were agreed upon and
by reason of religious training organization."
McAuliff is not a "selective Appeals Board in McAuliff's case signed last spring and the Uniand belief, is conscitlntiously opposed to participation in war in C.O." in the purest sense-that is, has no legal standing, and cannot versity does not in.tend to violate
any form." (Selective Service Act he did not apply for conscientious be employed as a legal precedent
objector status solely because he by other applicants for C.O.
of 1948: Title I, Section 6 (j).
opposes
the Viet Nam war-but status. There are only two. legal
WASHINGTON- John Mcby
almost
any other measure he decisions that bear on the selecAuliff is opposed to certain kinds
tive C.O. question, both involvof wars, but not to war "in any is a selective C.O.
ing Jehovah's :Witnesses.
Gets C.O. Status
fot·m."
In Sicurella v. U.S., which
As he wrote in the statement
In spite of his beliefs about
came
before the Supr~me Court in
he prepared for his draft board, war, however, his state Selective
1955,
the court ruled that a Withe does not object to "interna- Service Appeals Board (in Intional police actions," or to defen.- diana) has granted him c.o. ness could be granted c.o. status
sive wars.
status. He is to serve two years even though he was willing to
fight in "theocratic wars.''
By ROB BURTON
doing
alternative service.
Would Have Fought
C.O.
Would
Kill
McAuliff
does
not
know
why
He also wrote that "although
Friday night's Homecoming
In 1960 the court ruled that anI think just policies earlier would his state board decided to ap- other
Dance
will t'eature Harpers BiWitness
named
Kretchet
have prevented the second World prove his C.O. application. He
zarre,
a
singing group from CaliWar, I would have fought Ger- had not expected them to do so, could be designated a C.O. even fornia. The dance begins at 9 p.m.
and was preparing for further though he was willing to kill in
many and Japan."
defense of his brothers and his and will run to 1 a.m.
appeals and court action.
Homecoming Chairman Bill
"I thought I'd probably fight home, or at the command of JehoDolan
said that the Sunday
the case through the courts for a vah.
Funnies
and the Cellar Dwellers
According
to
a
spokesman
for
couple of years!" he said, "and
will
fill
the
backup positions for
then eventually be faced with ' the American Civil Liberties
the
dance.
Union, there are a number of se•
jail."
"We were lucky to get Harplective
c.o. cases that will be
Case Under Old Law
ers
Bizarre," Dolan said, "they
the courts within the
Registration for courses in
Under the old draft law (since reaching
had
an open date.''
nexj;
ye11r,
Only
one
case,
howSwedish, Japanese, and Greek to amended, but applicable when McAn earlier commitment by the
that
of
Air
Force
Capt.
Dale
ever,
be offered at the UNM Inter- Auliff's case was being considcommittee to hire the Standells
national Center will be held to- ered), his appeal could have been Noyd, is currently on appeal to was cancelled by the group, he
the
Supreme
Court.
day from 4-9 p.m.
fo~varded to the Justice DepartCapt. Noyd objects specifically said.
These courses are non-ct•edit ment by his state board it' there •to serving in Viet Nam or aiding
Harpers Bizarre hails from Sanand will stress conversation. was any question about it, The in the war effort there, and has
ta
Cruz, California, and started
Class times will be arranged to depat•tment would then have held applied for C.O. status on the
in
the
San Ft•tmcisco area as The
a hearing to decide his case.
suit studentB' schedules.
basis
of
that
objection.
Tikis.
The
group's drummer, John
As far lUI he knows, the apThe six-week courses ehnt•fl<l
Peterson,
is
an ex-member of the
(Continued
on
page
5)
peal
was
never
forwarded
to
a $6 tuition fee.

Selectivity Issue Troubles
Conscientious Objectors

the terms of those contracts," he
said.
The problem centers on the
state finance director's power to
enforce the ruling on University
employees.
The state constitution ~W-YS:
"The legislature shall provide
for the control and management
of each said institution by a
board of regents for each, with
five members , •.••"
"Regents Have Authority"
"It seems to me regarding matters of the University's budgets,
salaries, and policies the whole
authority is lodged in the body of
the regents," Popejoy said.
He said he had not contacted
Hartman yet, but planned to consider the guidelines very carefully
with the Board of Regents and
the University lawyers.
Hartman said he had issued a
a similar pay raise order when he
was serving under Gov. Edwin L.
Mechem but following a court suit
was told he could not issue arbitrary guidelines without defined
standards.
For Next Fiscal Year
"I think I can apply the guide1ines now because I have applied
the pay guidelines uaed by the
State Personnel Board to people
without classified jobs," Hart~n
said.
Popejoy said he was not sure
the guidelines become effective
immediately, but that the finance
director probably meant them for
the next fiscal year.
"In that case there is going to
be some problem, because the teachers' contracts are reached two
months before the fiscal year begins," Popejoy said.
BEF Requested
Hartman said that before issuing the guidelines he had talked
with the state Board of Educational Finance which recommends
the states educational budget to
the Legislature He said the BEF
had asked him for some salary
guidelines.
"They got tired of the state.>Sxing their budget provisions for
teachers' salaries so they asked
me to give them something to go
by," he said. "I did."

Dance To Be Held In Union

~arpers

.Bizarre Will Play
Friday After Coronation

Registration Today
For language Study

$1.50

•

·

__.....

This is your book
Vie want it to
represent the student'body of UNM
To g:-t as ~any class pictures in ~a
poss1ble we are offering an extra day
~f pho~ography for those who failed to
ave P1ctures taken last week.

...........- .........~ "'"1[-....;:;:
.. ··:. ir:"
4!!1
~~

NO. HOlLYWOOD, CALIF. 91606

St'~to ~.• ,._,...... ~----

'

TO
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P.O. BOX 3033, bEPt,' ,13
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CHANCE

PIPE TOBACCO ~

ROMICK'S .INTERNATIONAL, INC.

Street ---·----· ·-- ~ .. - -

.....

.,1..
.-:::-:;.~
,,.

For a COMPLIMENTARY pouch of MONZA PIPE TOBACCO,
send 10¢ to cover postage and handling with this
coupon to:

Name

llllt, lille art 111d Winsten, Inc.

LAST

IMONZA I.
;

THE IMPORTED PIPE TOBACcO
ONLY 30~ A POUCH

(PI(!ase Ptint)

bookstore

!11'"........

move up to
,

your college

THIS IS YOUR

Ed Garvanian, who received
his master's and bachelor's degrees from New Mexico, has been
named head track coach at Weber
State College.

I
Chun:hw•n»n

t/f,lal

ii1

Just
a Reminder

The women's ski team will
meet Tuesday, Oct. 10, evening
at 7:30 p.m. All intersted girls
are invited to attend. The program for the year will include
out-of-state ski meets as well as
one in New Mexico. The meeting
will be held in Room 15 of Carlisle Gym,

•

!

ONlY

'"'

What kind do you smoke?

.t

by Charles M. Schulz

An organizational meeting for
all women students interested in
playing extramural field hockey
will be held Tuesday, Oct. 10, at
2:30p.m. on Zimmerman field.

Women's Ski Team

~Q-~ppte ~

·.i

PEANUTSe

Extramural Meeting

~

•

THE NEW
CARTOON BOOK!

AP~TMENT: Newly remodelled & far-

nuhed. Ideal for single Person. 8 min11~ from campus by car. $45. plus lectrlcll;y. Phone 344-0410 after 4 p.m.
GREEN CASTLE APARTMENTS for
rent. 15th & Central SW. 10/-2 wks.
LOST

'YOU'LL
FLIP,
CftARLIE
BROWN

*(U;Mphoto)

Lobo Award Goes to Stone

SERVICES

3

**

*

No. 15

P~y Rai~ !~~!ling

Charlie Br·owo,
must 4ou alwa4s
take me so
literall4?

qLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES·
4 line ad., 65¢--4 times, $2.00. Insertion~
mus~ be, submitted by noon on day before
i!ublication .to noom 159, Student PublicatiOns Bulldmg, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102,

OBO

Beau Brummels, another San
Francisco group.
The group has gotten used to
the problem of too-eager fans at
performances. Dick Yount, the
mustachioed member, brings;.mis
brother Gale along when on the
road and excited fans usually mistake him for one of the group.
UNM fans will at least know
about the decoy.

Queen Elections
Homecoming Queen elections
will be held in the Union until

5 this afternoon. Students
must have a current I.D. card
to be able to vote. Coronation
of the queen and presentation
of the Homecoming court are
set for Friday night at 8:16.

--····

-

'
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:war Opposition Shifting to Resistance
By PHIL SEMAS.
CoJlegiate Press, Service
WASHINGTON - Opponents
of U.S. policy in Viet Nam are
shifting their tactics from protests and demonstrations to actual
attempts to disrupt the war effort.
The new tactic~> will be tested
on Oct. 21 when thousands of people will gather in Washington for
a protest which, for some of them,
will include an attempt to ''sit
down inside the Pentagon and
stop it from working."
~~ave Dellinger, chairman of
the National Mobilization to End
the War in VietNam, emphasizes
that there will be three parts to
the demonstration: a march, a
rally, and "an opportunity for
civil disobedience."
100 Groups Support
He says the 1\'!obilization is a
broadly based organization with
100 groups supporting it and the
October 21 protest is intended to
provide ways of protest both for
those who wish to march and
those who, in Dellinger's words,
"want to do more than dissent,
who want to try to stop the war."
Although in the past a few
people have employed such tactics as lying down in front of
~oop trains and refusing to serve
m the Army, mass demonstrations, such as those organized by
the Mobilization on April 15 in
San Francisco and New York,
have only included marches and
rallies with numerous speakers.
There has been no direct action
against the war.
Pincer Movement
On October 21 there will actually be two marches, one from
the Lincoln Memorial and the
other from the Washington Monument. The two groups will converge on the south parking lot

of the Pentagon, where there will
be a mass rally.
Jerry Rubin, the full-time organizer of the demonstration,
says if there are more than 200,000 people there may be two or
three rallies. No one in the Mobilization leadership has any idea
of how many people will be coming, The group has made arrangemellts for 1,000 buses to bring
people down from New York City
to the demonstration, however.
Dellinger says the list of
speakers for the rally is not yet
complete.
Pentagon Evil
According to Rubin, hippie
communities from New York, San
Francisco, and possibly Washington will hold a religious ceremony
in which they will form a circle
around the Pentagon to drive out
the evil, which, according to some
Indian religions, resides in five.sided structures.
Want Attenti~tn
Rubin says the sit-in will be
both "symbolic and disruptive."
The Mobilization doesn't really
expect to shut down the Pentagon, where as. many as 10,000
people will be working that Saturday. "The Movement hasn't yet
reached the stage where it can
do that," says Rubin, but Dellinger adds, "We hope people will
at least have to step over our
bodies to get into the building.''
Deny Violence
Father Richard McSorley, a
theology professor at Georgetown
University, says the policy of tl1e
Mobilization Committee is nonviolence "in the Gandhian sense.
If we are hit we will not retaliate. We will not break police
lines.'' But 1\fobilization leaders
admit that they can't guarantee
against the actions of individuals.
"If there is a problem of violence on October 21 ·it will be

caqsed by the police," Dellinger
says.
Fear PoUce
The committee 1e ad e r s say
they have reason to fear police
attacks. They point to Sept. 20,
when demonstrators from Women
Strike for Peace were attacked
with clubs by police because more
than 100 were attempting to picket in front of the White House.
A recent rule limits the number ·
to 100.
And in another recent case two
young men who had been protesting the draft with a sit-in in
front of the Selective Service
headquarters in Washington Rodney Robinson of Redwood
.~ity, California, and Matthew
Clark of Clarkesburg, Virginiasaid they were pushed into corners and handled ver,y roughly by
police, even though they said they
neither resisted nor co-operated
with their arrest.
Down on Beatings
At a press conference last week
several reporters suggested that
by sitting in at the Pentagon the
demonstrators will be inciting violence. "There is no reason to club
people who are sitting-in nonviolently," replied Mrs. Donna
Allen, co-chairman of the Washington Mobilization Committee.
"They can be arrested peacefully."
But Dellinger predicts that
"even the police will be orderly

and non-violent on October 21
because it will be political suicide
for the Johnson Administration"
if ,they aren't.
Adds Dagmar Wilson, leader of
Women Strike for Peace and a
recent visitor to North VietNam:
'f0ne who has seen the desperation of women who are helpless
to protect their children from Violence from the skies .can't be very
scared of billy clubs and bruises,"
Protest May be Banned
Dellinger, who just returned
from a meeting with North Vietnamese and members of the National Liberation Front, also
fears other tactics by the Administration, which he says must
either pay attention to growing
opposition to the war or attempt
to supress or evade it. He points
.to new ordinances "against free

I:LI:C.:TRIC SHAVER SERVICE
ELECTRIC SHAVER AND
LIGHTER REPAIR
200 THIRD NW

247-8219

COORS FLORAL
SHOP
649 Coors Blvd. S.W.
242-9940 - 242-9230
Student pri-.es on corsages

The new HONDA TRAIL 90 BIKE • , • Featuring
"PosiTorque". Change fro in Street Gearing to
Trail Gearing without changing Sprockets or
chains. Simply flip a level and ride away.

IIEW HONDA 90 SCRAMBLER
NOW IN STOCk!

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING

SIMONSON CYCLE CO.

Coin·op Dry·Cieaning
and Laundry
Open 8 AM-8 PM
Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
247·0836

LOWEST PRICES IN NEW MEXICO
· Albuquerque, New Mexico

315·San Pedre N.E.

Ph 268-4508

Just
a Reminder

'"Students Endorse Drive
Asking LBJ to End War
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,Dorm Advisors Like l-lelping People Listen to KUNM~
By SARAH LAIDLAW
When a man is in trouble in
the dorm, one of the most impo tant pe~:sons in his life is his
Visor
I f · the man· is repeatedly in
trouble his advisor will refer him
r;o the Reaident Standards Board.
t~hat's wha~;s s~ fabulous about
I~ system, said Onate Hall's
semor resident advisor, Bob Lowenberg. ''The boys do it all themselves."
May Be Fined, Confined
The disciplinary action if needed is taken by the Board. The

:d-

Students to Ask
End to Asion Wor
(Continued from page 2)
The student leaders also said
"During the summer months ou~
government has pursued, with
ever increasing steps, a policy of
military escalation in Viet Nam.
We see no basis for belieVing
that these steps will lead to a
resolution of the conflict in Viet
Nam; rather there is every reaso!!. to believe that these desperate
military measures are leading to
further disasters in Southeast
Asia and in our own domestic
affairs. We believe that America
does have an alternative in Viet
Nam and that a just and peaceful resolution of the conflict is
possible.''
The statement urged students
not only to give their personal
support to the petition campaign,
"but to organize signature drives
that will enlist hundreds of thousands of others. We hope to bring
the full strength of the academic
community into a national coalit!on. that will have the power
sigmficantly to affect public opinion during the coming 'year of
decision.'"

Board Ievie:;; fines or rna
fi
any resident t
y con ne
period f t' .
o campus for a
If t~e ~~e. .
·t
h b'
t
bl
k Y IS no a a Itual
rou e-ma er his advisor will
speak with h'· .
. ff
straighten hin:r:u;n an e ort to
"The important· thin is to be
a good listener and 1! the kid
know someone cares about him
That will do the trick most of
the time, said Ross M
k'll
an advis~r at Onat .
acas 1 •
If th
d .
e.
~ a VIsor ~annot help the
man With a problem that does
not require Standards Board intervention, he will refer the man
to t~e Counseling and Testing
Servwe, or the Health Service.
The Health Service employs a
part-time psychiatrist.
20 Hours of Work
Advisors work about 20 hours
a week, "although the job often
requires more time," said Randy
Boeglin, head resident at Coranado Hall.
They receive free room and
board, as well as $20 a month.
The stipend is increased as the
counselors put in more time on
the job.
"Working with .people" was the
reason most men gave when asked why they became counselors.
"I was interested in doing
something in the residence halls "
said Lowenberg. "You can tal~e
your J?ick of living off-campus
and bemg a recluse or staying in
the dorms and having fun."
"I feel being a counselor will

h I
•
f t
1" ·
e P me m my ~ ure wor t, aai.d
Steve Oder, assistant head res!den~ .of· Alvarad? Hall, "I want
to JOin the Marmes after grad"
uation · d I
'll b
k'
. · ' an · WI
e W<'r mg
With peop~e:"
"
1
m : addition, there ar~, tr~-

B~e:I~~~ .P1trs~!~18 re::rd~~n s~~

heart ,
Y
Y
g
" .;
.
It s. really ;ewardmg to help
a. worr1ed-lookmg freshman with
his schedule, or keep a guy from
dropping out of school " said
Oder ·
'
·
2.3 GPA Required
E. Jame!l Smith, assistant director of· housing, said that a
counselor must be a junior or
above, ha'le a 2.3 grade-point
average, and not have an outside
job.
"There are no personal qualifications as such on the form, but
during the interview we look at
personality and past leadership
qualifications," said Smith.
The counseling program, which
has been operating for about
eight years, has undergone few
changes in program, although
several refinements have been
made. The number of advisors has
been increased. There are now 30
for the 1000 residents in Onate,
Coronado, Mesa Vista, and AI-·
varado Halls.
Orientation Held
Before this semester started,
the counselors went through an
orientation program. "We learned

.
how you can really mess a 'person
up by doing the wrong thing ,
said Macaskill. In addition, th~y
learned more about the set up of
th
·
·
e residence halls, and where to
refer specific problems.
"What is expected of these men
J~ :really fantastic," said Smith.
It never ceases to amaze me what
these people do."

Funds Now Available
For Faculty Grants
Funds are now available for
faculty grants in support of research.
Applications for grants-in-aid
should be addressed to the Resea~·ch Allocations Committee in
care of the chairman, James
·Findley, biology building, l'Oom
82.

A·pplications may be submitted
at any time and will be considered
at the first committee meeting
after receipt of the application.

Anthropology Club
The Anthropology Club will
meet Thursday, Oct. 12, at 7:30
in room 141 of the anthropology
building to elect officers and discuss future events of the organization. Lonnie Pippin will show
and desc1·ibe slides of his dig this
summer.

CATE~UNG- TAKE OUT
• Ribs

• Chicken
• Porl<
• Fresh Water Catfish
•• Hush Puppies
• Beef

Hamburger
with F,F.

55¢
All Sandwiche1
with

French Friel
109 YALE

TUESDAY & THURSDAY
11 A.M. "9:30 P.M.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
II A.M. • 12 P.M.
SUNDAY
.
NOON • 9:30 P.M.
CLOSED MONDAY

81.~0., S.E. 247·857..0

THIS IS YOUR

was issued as the Negotiation
Now Campaign announced it
would continue through the election year.
"This will be a crucial year for
those who are working for a new
America policy in VietNam," the
statement said. "The stage is being set for the 1968 elections and
proper efforts, made now, can assure the widest discussion of Viet
Nam in the electorate and a
strong trend against war and
escalation in the voting.''
(Continued on page 3)

LAST
CHANCE
TO

Get Your Picture
In The 1968

MIRAGE

Know Where You•re Going?
If You Have a Problem
Regarding Your Curriculum
Or Your Career •••

This is your book. We want it to
represent the student body of UNM~
To get as many class pictures in as
possible we are offering an extra day
of photography for those who failed to
have pictures taken last week.

TODAY 8:ooa.m. to

Consult

1([' COLLEGE CAREER

'~~i COUNSELING SERVICE
124 Washingto.- SE

SOUTHWEST

IT'S HERE!

***
· Call for
Campus Support ***

NEW YORK (CPS)-Leaders
of several major student and
youth organizations have endorsed
a national drive to obtain signatures on a petition calling on
President Johnaon to end the
bombing of North VietNam and
to negotiate how to end the war.
The student leaders called for
campus support of the National
Student and Faculty Registration
for Negotiation now. They announced that some 175 local campus drives are already underway
in support of the petition cam>iJaign.
Bombing End Asked
The petitions call on President
Johnson to end the bombing and
to recognize the National Liberation Front as meaningful steps
toward negotiation and a political
settlement of the Viet Na.m war.
The student leaders' statc~ent

speech," such as the one limiting
the number of pickets in front of
the White House and an(lther, under ccmsideration in Congress,
which would strictly limit protests on Capitol Hill.

\

265-8288;

8:00p~m.

• 2-Stroke 11.5 HP alloy
cylinder rotary valve engine
• 18 ln. wheels
• Seamless tank
• Candy apple paint
• Double cradle tubular frame
Weighs only 179 lbs.
• SUPERLUBE-No messy
pre-fuel mlxlngl
•12 month/12,000 mile
factory warranty.
PRICE

$419.00
·OTHER ·MODELS FROM $365

Men-Coat and Tie
Women.o-Oark Sweater or Blouse

ALL CLASS PICTURES

OFI'ICE HOURS BY AJIPOMMENT

$1.50
NE-end'of'SUB .
in +he Music Room

CYCLE
··SPORT
1820 Lomas NE

2..7-395.4
e.hfmiW
House on '--•

Atmosphere for Achievement
If you are contemplating a career in
equipment and systems which are
aerospace, your next ten years are
making headlines the world over. You
critical ones. The exposure you get
will have access to four highly rated
to major projects, the caliber of your
colleges and universities for advanced
associates, the quality and availability study. Your assignments will be
of educational in:;;titutions for advanced selected from more than one hundred
study, and the recognition you get for
key study and development projects.
personal achievements will all count
A variety of outstanding career
heavily toward building your
opportunities are yours at Convair
reputation and your income.
in the following area:;; of concentration:
At Convair you will find management aeronautical, electrical, electronic and
sensitive to the importance of your
mechanical engineering; engineering
personal development and you
mechanics and engineering physics.
will work in an atmosphere of
Engineers will be assigned to
achievement side by side with some
ihe following areas: advanced .systems,
of the most capable people in our
, systems analysis, space sciences, life·
industry-the people who developed
sciences, information sciences,
Atlas-Centaur and other space age
scientific data processing, aero-

ballistics, dynamics, thermodynamics,
guidance, structures, mechanical
design, electrical design, reliability,
test engineering and materials
research.

Interview Date October 25
See your placement officer to arrange
a personal on-campus interview with
our representatives, or write to
Mr. J. J. Tannone, Supervisor,
Professional Placement and Pwsonnel,
Division of General Dynamics )
Convair
.
5629 Kearny Villa Road, San Diego,
California 92112.

C3ENEAAL DYNAMJC:S
Convair Division
S~n 01o1o. California
An Equal Opp~r/un:ry ltmp!~y~!

Bring Your White ID

..
;

·,
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More Power to the Round-Up
The Round-Up, student newspaper at New Mexico State
University, has provoked NMSU's head football coach and
athletic director, Warren Woodson, with some of Round-Up
Sports Editor Joe Muench's recent articles critical of Woodson's attitude toward relations with the public and the press,
particularly the student press.
If the newspaper halts its criticism it's a good bet it won't
be because the Aggie mentor has mended his ways.
Rather, any stoppage could probably be traced to pressures
resulting from a mistaken belief in an age-old fallacy that
athletic departments, coaches·, and even some administrations have about student newspapers. No matter where one
may be, most coaches, either directly or indirectly, will let it
be'known that it is not the prerogative of a campus paper
to criticize.
An adage (that coaches may often wish was true) goes
something like this: university publications should have unlimited school spirit and utmost confidence in every athletic
endeavor, ignoring how good or bad the team in question
might be.
More school papers have been blamed for breaking team
morale and confidence than any hometown paper, for everyone knows the athletes pay no attention to outside criticisms.
New Mexico State is different from most schools because
it has a coach who is well-known for his lack of tact and his
attitude about nearly anything. So admittedly Woodson is
an extreme example.
There are few, if any, schools where a coach would bar his
players from talking to a sportswriter or bar established
side-line pep activities at home football games. Woodson did.
The idea that a campus paper should be an "image-builder"
is almost an inherent trait among coaches .and administrators
nowadays. In universities that have not yet learned otherwise it is too often "the gosp_el according to the coaches."
There is no doubt that a student sports editor takes a bigger dose of criticism, confined though it may be inside the
safe (and silent) walls of the athletic department, than
would another local sportswriter for the same statements.
H a newspaper at NMSU, UNM, or anyWhere else saw itself as a protector of teams from bad publicity-no matter

how much it might be justified· by the record-the student
body would laugh the sports staff off th!'l campus as either
the dumbest or the most naive people around.

LETTERS
Discrimination Charged
Against U-Drug

The Forum Not an Honors
Group

For, like it or not, college students can tell when a school
has a bad team or a bad anything else. They know it and it
is ridiculous to believe that they would not be aware of it if
Love-In Was Pseudo
the paper had only nice things to say.
Dear Editor:
Perhaps the incident at New Mexico State will have
Regarding the "love-in" of Oct.
coaches reading the school papers-each issue. Chances are 8th on Zimmerman field: such a
good that coaches never lay a hand on a campus paper until demonstration strikes me as being a new high in the attainment
someone tells them of one not-so-favorable story.
And that one unfavorable article comes to the top. Then
what has been and will be said is judged only on the basis of
the one or two bad stories the coaches may have read.
So more power to Round-Up Sports Editor Joe Muench in
his effort to let the student body know what is going on in
the athletic department.
For the function of a student press is basically the same
:as that of any other newspaper: to tell it like it is-no more,
oo less.

ourr

WriATiA -YA-ME:AN
Ol.JT!'•.. HE. WAs sAFeR..

of pseudo individualism. It appears to be an attempt on the
part of. those who have divorced
themselves from the real world, to
communicate again with it.
In the real live world of war,
poverty, and politics, love and
the maintenance of individuality
and autonomy do indeed exist in
phenomenal degrees, if one will
only take an active part in it and
accept his identity as it pertains
to the world.
The biggest outcry I ever hear

Calling U
WEDl'!ESDAY - Homecoming Queen
Elections: Union Ballroom: 8 p.m.
Latin Ameriean Desk: Union 231-A-E;
12:30 p.m.
·
AWS; Union 231-A-B: 3:30p.m.
AWS Judicial Board; Union 250·A;
6:30p.m.
Delta Sigma Pbi : Union Council Room :
'1 p.m.
Delta Sigma Phi Pledg..,: Union 231-A;
'1 p.m.
l'!SA Tutorial: Union 253: '1 p.m.
Student Senate: Union 250·D·C; 7 p.m.
Mountaineering Club: Union 231-E;
7!30 p.m.
Aspeets of Hispanic Culture Lecture:
Dr. R. M. Dunean, "The Impact of
Spanish Inllucnce on the United States":
Union Theatre; 8 p.m.
NeWman Forum Lecture: reverend Mal·
colm Boyd: Concert Hall: 8 p.m.
Wednesday Night Dance: Union DaUroom: 8 p.m.
THURSDAY-PTA, l.mgue of Women
Voters: AAUW: Union Theatre; 9:80
a.m.
Mortar Board; Union 250·E: 6 p.m.
Accounting Careers Council: Union
139-W, 6 :30 p.m.
.
.
Christian Science Organization: Union
231·A : 7 p.m.
IFC ; Union 235 : 7 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Pal: Union Council Room;
7:30p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega; Union 231·E: 1:30

p.m.

APOWA; Union 231·D; 1:80 p.m.
FRIDAY-Alumni Homecoming Registration : Union 231·D·E: all day.
Town Club Mum Sale: Union Lobby:
all day.
American Math Society: Union 250.D:
8 a.m.
·
Alumni Association Board of Directors ;
Union 231-C: 3 p.m.
Kiker Memorial Lecture: Thom1111 F,
Lambert, "The. Juriaprudence of Hope'';
Bratton HnU, Moot Court: 3 p.m.

I

EDITOR

from those who advocate' the need of society's disease. A logical defor "love-ins'' etc,, is the ration- doublement can double and split
alization that "I came in aearch the reality it refers to if you are
of my self•identity," or else in naive.
search of some evaaive quality
Sickness is a relative concept
the rest of the world has seem- and how can you tell whether it
ingly lost.
is society or hippies who are sick?
The answer for such people If you are standing in the garden
seems to lie in the abandonment and the birds fty past how do you
of conformity or any sense of tell whether it is the garden or
uniformity. Such displays, how- the birds that fly?
ever, are predicated on the disThose advocating a liberal edposal of simple material con- ucation
might suggest that it is
formity. Individual identity, in wise to stabilize your position relthe final analysis, is to be found ative to both points of view on
in the intellect, that mechanism the
that such consideraor quality which makes man, in tionstheory
may
enable
society to accomhis own right, the greatest cremodate
such
internal
contradication of nature, not degrading the tions as hippie movements
worth or grandeur of any lesser even vice versa. An advocateand
of
part of nature.
partinost
education,
on
the
other
It is how one uses his mind, his
intellect, in the war of "how the hand, must advance one thesis or
world ought to be" that really the other. That society is sick can
matters. The mind, when directed be "·proved" by the analyses of
and deliberate, has changed, for such "biblical" authors as Marx,
the good as well as the bad of Fromm, and lately Jules Henry.
man, the face of the earth. It has Is this a thesis for the birds?
I don't disapprove of hippies
in filet made minorities out of
majorities of poverty-stricken "dropping out" in the woods and
people. One can make a catalogue playing brother, although it seems
the good to equal or surpass the inauthentic, like Marie Antoinette
playing milkmaid, but l'm cynical.
failures of men.
I
hope they will "drop in" on
If the world has need of change
society
occasionally, though, and
then man must not divorce himself :from it. Rather he must in- reciprocate a little of that acceptteract and communicate with the ance.
aspects that it assumes. When
Name Withheld by Request
this is happening, there should
be no need of a "love-in" in order
Seeking Fe-Mail
to obtain the thing we really
want, that thing being what we Dear Editor,
have denied ourselves. One must
This is a request for "Fe-Mail!"
get out and do instead of hiding The
U.S.S. Franklin D. Roosevelt
from his world.
(CUA42)
has been operating in
Dwight A. Spencer the Mediteranean
Sea for the past
few months. She will continue to
Hippies Should "Drop In"
do so for the next eight or nine
months.
Dear Editor:
In that period of time, it seems
I question the thesis stated in that mail from home and sweetthe article by Gail and Paul Sch- hearts, etc., is constantly tapermidt that "Society is sick.'' It ing downhill.
may not be in 11 state of 100 per
We, the men of OC Division are
cent collective health since this is trying
to solve this :Problem by
an ideal state, and probably no appealing
assistance. We
amount of revolutionary curative would likefortoyour
have
an article
procedures could bring it to rods- published in the campus
paper
tence.
asking CoedR to write,
Socieiy's health improves,
We appreciate any assistance
t h o u g h, once you realize the
may render us.
you
semantics involved in suggesting
hippies drop out of society be- Men of OC Division
cause it is sick, and then citing U.S.S. FnnklinD. Roosevelt
the hippie movement as evidence c/o F.P.O. New York, New York

Dear Editor:
On the evening of Oct. 10 seven
or eight people went to University
Drug Store for coffee and were
refused service by the manager
on the basis that they were "hippies.'' When questioned he said
only, "The police have asked us
not to serve any hippies." He then
called in the Albuquerque Police
in order to have the 11hippies" removed. Eventually the "hippies"
left peacefully which was the
manner they had assumed during
the entire incident.
This brings up several questions:
1. Did the police request thllt
U -Drug not serve hippies?
2. Is this discrimination not in
direct violation of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 which p~·events a
public accommodation from discriminating against anyone except on the basis of objectionable
conduct?
3. What defines 11 .hippie? long
hair? beads? two eyes?
A similar incident occurred one
afternoon at another local restaurant. This involved a number of
graduate students who happened
to be bearded. The beards defined
the situation-they were refused
service, not having been accused
of being "hippies" but just because they had beards.
·
Discrimination of this sort
should not be tolerated by a free
student body. A complete boycott
of University Drug Store might
illustrate this point admirably.
Richard W. Ll1ng
David Z. Levine

Dear Editor:
As faculty sponsor of the New
Mexico Forum, I am grateful for
the story in The Lobo of Oct. 6
about the forthcoming public
forum on "Life in the Pressure
Cooker.''
I wisp to put in one disclaimer,
though. T.he Forum is not an organiZ&tion of students in the Honors program, although quite 11 few
Honors students have a hand in
it. The organization is not affiliated with the Honors program as
such; membership is not limited
to Honors students; two of· five
present officers are not in the
Honors program.
Honors students and the Honors program, I am sure, would
not be unhappy to take credit for
the excellent activities of the
Forum, but they do not deserve
and therefore do not want such
credit. The Forum is an all-University student organization.
Dudley Wynn

TO THE

.

WE 1/E

eor o/IJe: our.

AWS Executive Committee; Union 281·
A: 3:30p.m.
HoUle Decorationa Tour; Entranee,
Girard Place l'!E; 6:30 p.m.
HoUI!e Decoratiotls .Judges; Union Council Boom ; 'I p.m.
Baha'i: Union 231-C; 8 p.m.
Coronation o£ Queen; .Jolmaon G1111; 8

)J.m.
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St:ore Discrimination Alleged Tonight at 8
Duncan to Deliver Listen to KUNM
Aft:er Customers' l:jection Year's First Talk
Albuquerque police were called
to University Drug Store Monday
night to eject several customers
who had allegedly ignored the
management's requests to leave.
The in c i d e n t has prompted
charges of "discrimination."
"Seven or eight people went to
University Drug Store for coffee
and were refused service by the
manager on the basis that they
were 'hippies'," two UNM students charged in a· letter to The
Lobo Tuesday.
Police were called to the store
early in the evening when "20 or
30 people were making a public
disturbance outside the store. The
police dispersed them, and most
of them came in to the soda fountain. We asked them to leave but
they did not, so we called the police again to have them removed,"
11 spokesman for the store said
Tuesday.
No one was cited and the Albuquerque Police Department has
no record of the incident.
"We are in business to serve
the community and to make
money," the store spokesman said.
"These people make our store 11

LOOK YOUR
BEST!

RENT
A
TUX!
COAT and

TROUSERS

$6.50
COMPLETE

OUTFIT
Includes, shirt
Cummerbund,
Suspenders,
Handkerchief,
Studs, Cufflink!, Tie and
Bouttonnlore.

$10.00

FIRST and GOLD
247

INTERESTED
IN AN
OVERSEAS
CAREER?

hangout but they don't spend any
money here. Our regular customers are leaving us; we had to do
something," he said.
"U n i v e r s i t y Drug exists to
serve students. We cash their
checks, deliver orders to their
homes and to the campus, and
give them credit on prescription
charges," he said.

"Thse people have been coming
into the store for three to five
hours at a time without s'pending
any money, They are disturbing
our regular customers. l would
call them vagrants. I don't think
they are students at the Univer~
sity; they don't seem to have
jobs or anything constructive to
do," he said.

Soloists Delmoni and Saks

U. Orchestra t:o Present:
First: Concert: on Friday
The UNM Orchestra will present its first concert Friday night
in conjunction with the beginning
of Homecoming weekend activities.
The concert, conducted by Kurt
FrederickJ will feature soloists
Arturo Delmoni, violinist, and
Toby Saks, cellist, in the Concerto
for Violin and Cello by Brahms.
This piece is seldom performed,
Frederick explained, because of
its difficulty. It is rare to find two
people who have worked together
closely enough to master the techniques of such a piece, be said.
The program will also include
the "Louisiana Story" by Virgil
Thompsen and Mendelssohn's Violin Concerto.
·
Thompson, one of the bestknown American composers, based his "Louisiana Story" suite on

music he had written for a documentary film. It was first performed by the Philadelphia Orchestra under the direction of
Eugene Ormandy.
Mendelssohn's popular Violin
Concerto is considered. by some
to be one of the most perfect violin conr:ertos ever written.
If the studl'.nts enjoy the addition of a cultural event to Homecoming, Frederick said b.e hopes
to be able to make the opening
of the orchestra season an annual
addition to the Homecoming activities.
The concert will begin at 8:15
p.m. in the Concert Hall. The
.price is 75 cents for students,
$1.50 for others. A $6 season
ticket ($3 for students) is available which covers all performances by the orchestra as well·as
other musical ensembles at UNM.

Union Will Chonge Snack Bor Design
Seating in the snack-bar and
The 500-seat cap~~eity of the
cafeteria area of the Union will · sn~~ek-bar and cafeteria area will
be revamped to accommodate not be increased by the new arrangement, but more people will
morP. small gronpR, Union DiTI'<'·- be abel to finu seat.!> witl1uuL juintor William Bierbaum said yes- ing other groups, he said.
terday.
"Table design will be finished
Redesigning of the area will shortly, but it will be about six
provide more tables for two and weeks before equipment is reeliminate most of the :four-seat ceived and actual construction is
begun," said Bierbaum.
tables and booths, he said.
Bierbaum estimated cost of the
"By rearranging the seating
into tables for two we will cut project at $5000 after all necesdown on the inclination to sit in sary equipment is installed.
large groups and also eliminate
Four-seat tables and booths
the problem of one or two peo- from the snack-bar and cafeteria
ple occupying a four-seat table area will be moved into the old
or booth," said Bierbaum.
faculty lounge in the Union.

UNJ4 Orcbeetra: Concert Han; 8:16
p.m ..
Homecoming Dance. Union lfall: t p.m.

SATURDAY-Aiwnnl Homecoming l't!g•
r.tration : Union 231-D-E: aD du.
N'ROTC Alumni Breaktut; Union 1111
UW: '1:30 a.m.
American "Math Society; trnlan 260-D;
8 aotn.
Golden Alumni Brl!ikt..t; Union Coun•
ell Room : 8 a.m.
Albuquerque City Panhellenic Breald'ut;
Union Desert Room : 8 :30 a.m.
Homecoming Parade: Rlebrnond & Centml to University and Central, right to
Lomas; 10 a.m.
School of Medicine discourse and tour.
Dean Fitsz, apeaker: Medical Building: 11
a.m.
String Teachers Lunchi!On: Union 128;
11 a.m.
Student Government: Union '111eater: t
p.m. '
Freshman football : Unlvenlty Stadium ;
1:30 p.m.
Homecoming Committee Rcuptlon for
PrC!Iident Popejoy; Union Deaert Room,
2:30p.m.
Homecoming football R'IUDe: Arizona
State U: Urllversity Stadium: 'I p.m.
Saturday Film Fare: "The Loved One" ;
Union Theatre: 71 10 p.m.
Herb Alpert and the ':fljuana Braae :
University Arena: 9:30 p.m.
SUNDAY-Alpha Phi OmC!Ira pledgee;
Union 231·B • G p.m.
Sunday Film Fare~ "Tbo Loved One" :
Union Theater : 6, 8 p.m.
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MR. THEODORE I. ROTHMAN
OCTOBER 16,1967
will be on the campus

NOTICE

GOES ITALIAN

to discuss the training offered at
A.I.F.T. (an intensive nine months
program of post graduate study) and
the job opportunities open to
graduates in the field of
INTERNATIONAL TRADE and

Casey Optical Co.

In Spanish Series

The first lecture in a series entitled "Aspectos de Ia cultun hispanica," will be delivered in Spanish by UNM Professor R. M.
Duncan at 8 tonight in the Union
Theater.
The subject of the public lecture is "The Role of Spain· in the
Culture of the United States.''
Dr. Duncan is a faculty member of the department of modern
and classical languages, of which
he was chairman from 1951 t.o
1953. He came to UNM in 1938.
Dr. Duncan also has been a
visiting professor at the University of Southern California and
the University of Wisconsin. He
has traveled in Latin America,
Europe, and the British Isles,
living for extended periods in
Chile, Mexico, and Spain.
The second lecture of the series
will be on Nov. 8 when Dr. Martin .Staab, chairman of the language department at the University of Missouri, will speak
on "The · Contemporary LatinAmerican Essay."

24 hour
Service Available
9:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Personalized Styling
Repair Service

Sun Glasses
4312

CONTACT

WEARERS!

Wor's Obiectors
Foce Difficulties

(Continued from page 1)
According to one of his attorneys, Marvin Karpatkin, the Supreme Court is supposed to be
deciding whether or not to hear
the case within a month and a
half, but it may never get to do
so.
Karpatkin says that Noyd has
been assigned duty as a flight instructor. "As soon as he is ordered to train a pilot who is going
to Viet Nam, he'll have to disobey," says the attorney.
If that occurs, Noyd will be
probably court-martialled, and
his military trial will take precedence ovAl" hi~ appeal to th!'! Supreme Court.
High Court Review Unlikely
There is little likelihood, therefore, that a "selective C.O." case
will reach the Supreme Court in
the near future. Others who apply for C.O. status under circumstances like McAuliff's may be
successful, but if they are, it will
be because their local or state
boards construe the phrase "war
in any form" as his state board
did. There is not yet a legal precedent that will support C.O. applicants who object to the Viet
Nam war in particular, or to
wars of intervention generally.
McAuliff himself, although
aware that his case will not provide legal support for other
selective
C.O.'s,
nevertheless
hopes that as many potential
draftees as possible will apply
for C.O. status evn if they are
not thorough-going pacifists.
"They might be favorably surprised, as I was," says McAuliff,
"but if not, each of them will be
adding to the pressure for
changes in the present unjust system.''
"If enough pressure builds up,"
he adds, "then some day we may
have the kind of system that recognizes the legitimacy of all
conscientious objections.''

,.

..

One solution for
complete lens care
Lensine•s special properties
assure a smoother, non-irritating
lens surface when inserting your
"contacts." Just a drop or two
will do it. When used for cleaning,
a unique Lensine formula helps
retard buildup of contaminants
and foreign deposits on the
lenses. It's self·sterilizing and
antiseptic. Ideal for wet storage
or "soaking" of lenses. Lensine
reduces harmful bacteria con·
tamination.

•••

FREE CARRYING CASE. Exclusive

removable carrying case with
every bottle of Lensine. The
scientific-and convenient-way
to protect your contacts.

of one LARGE PIZZA

GOVERNMENT SERVICE.

FREE DELIVERY
from 5 PM till 2 AM
$1.25 min. on delivery
DIVISiON

-f5ttt

••••V• care specialist for 70 yell'S

with each order

THE PLACEMENT CENTER

J 1'•""'•••11•11••""'~· """

LENSINE from
The Murine Company, Inc.

RIDING

Free 8" PIZZA

Interviews may be scheduled at

~~···~

Next door to Your Drugstore
Lomas NE
255-6329

The American Institute
For Foreign Trade
Thunderbird Campus
PHOENIX, ARIZONA
1\n i\f(lllate Of
lhe American Manag~ment 1\ssociMioro

Hay Rides

(The little shop in the middle ofthe block)

OF 'REATA

RANCHES,

JNC,

Special Rates to
Campus Organizations

UNM Students with 10 Cards Will Receive 25% Discount on

2216 Central S.E. & 317 Fifth S.W.

243-4311

Horseback Riding Fridays.
Four Hills Ranch Road SEi

299-7078
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6-0 In Football Action

Sigma Chi Hands
Pikes First Loss

HOUSTON JUNIOR DOUG OLSON will defend his Tucker Intercollegiate golf title beginning tpday over the par-72, 7300-yard UNM
south golf course. Olson won the 72-hole tournament last year on the
third hole of a sudden-death playoff against Brigham Young's Bud
Allin. They tied with scores of 289. Houston University is seeking its
11th straight Tucker title. See story Page 7. (Photo by Reinheardt).

Newman Talk Set
By Saudi Arabian

..

Nansoor Khraiji, a student
from Saudi Arabia working on
his Ph.D. in the UNM English
J.:pat·tment, wiil speak at the
Newman Center, 1815 Las Lomas
NE, on Sunday, Oct. 15, at 7:30
p.m.
Khraiji, who has been here
since 1963, is working on a thesis
on the "Arabian Nights." A student business meeting will follow
the speech and refreshments will
be served.

Night Club Preacher
To Deliver Address
The Rev. Malcolm ·Boyd will
deliver the first Newman Forum
address at S tonight in the UN.M
Concert Hall.
Boyd, an Episcopalian minister, has written a book of contemporary prayers, "Are You
Running With Me,. Jesus?" and
has taken his preachings into
California night clubs.
Admission to the speech is free
for UNM students and the general public.

~ r .enn an's
314 Gold Avenue, S.W.

Downtown

Monday's fla~ football action
saw Phi Kappa Alpha take its
first loss of the season when the
Sigma Chi quarterback threw a
20-yard touchdown strike to end
Bob Hopper for the game's only
score. The point after failed, Si~
ma Chi ended the Pikes' fourgame winning streak and extended theirs to five games.
In other action Phi Delta Theta
edgd Kappa Alpha by a single
point, 7-6. Kiowa scored 12 points
in th second half to beat Tewa
12-6. Chimayo trounced Kearney
40-7 after leading 28-0 at the half.
The remaining victories were
by shutouts as Mescalero crushed
Comanchero 37-0; Alpha Kappa
Lambda knocked off Phi Sigma
Kappa 84-0; Navajo, scoring all
of its points in the last half, beat
Pueblo 12-0; and Sigma Alpha
Epsilon blanked Lambda Chi Alpha 27-0.
Chiricahua upset unbeaten Escalante 6-0 as quarterback Mike
Stout passed for the score to Bob
Fafford. The two tams are tied
for first place with identical 3-1
records. Mother Carey's Chickens
sco;red a safety in the first half to
beat the Engineers.
Other games saw Acoma run
over Aztec 19-13; the Law School
beat Crabs 13-12; Yaqui downed
Mossman 19.2; Columbus Athlectic Club shut out the Baptist Student Union 31-0; and Mendoza
beat Toltec 18-0.

The University Association on
the United Nations will meet at
4:30 p.m. today in room 250-D of
the Union.
The organization hilS conducted
student polls on world issues and
each year sends a student delegation to the Model United Na.

ByNOOLEYREtNBEARDT
Each year autumn ushers in
the Tucker Intercollegiate golf
tournament and each year Houston University leaves Albuquerque with another tourney championship.
This year the weather began
turning cold on schedule but UNM
Coach Dick McGuire hopes that
is where the similarity with the
past ten years ends. The tournament opens today.
New Mexico haa not won its
own Tucker since 1955-the first
year of the 72-hole tournament.
Houston made its first appearance here in '57 and has won the
title every year since.
Houston Favpred Again
McGuire hopes that this year
he has fielded a strong enough
team to end Houston's rule of the
Tucker. But three other coaches
also think they might have the
power to send the Cougars home
licking their wounds.
But again this year Houston
is favored, although perhaps not
as much as in past years. The
first round started early this
morning and the championship
will be decided with the final 18
holes Saturday.
The host Lobos, Brigham
Young, Arizona State, and Louisiana State are the· teams that
might have a crack at the impressive team that coach Dave
Williams whips up each year.
Champ to Defend
Defending Tucker champ Doug
Olson, along with Hal Underwood
and Bob Barbarossa, who each
finished in the top five in '66,
head the Houston attack.
Underwood and BYU ace John

FEATURING RAZOR-CUTS

Within W a/Icing Distance ol
MESA VISTA, ONATE,
ALVARADO, CORONADO

Across From The Triangle
AMPLE FREE PARKIN(; IN REAR
255-4371

OPPOITUNmES FOR
GRADUATES
.CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
OCTOBER 18, 19
CITGO

CITIES SERVICE OIL COMPANY

CITGO- Trademark Cities Service Oil Company,
subsidiary of Cities Service Company.
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Miller are the only first-team All- Guire hopes the Lobos will have
Americas entered in the competi- in their favor.
tion, Mike Morley, who was also
They have literally raised the
selected for AU-America honors course and should know it as well
(third team) leads the list of as · their hometown links after
ASU hopefuls.
·
nearly a year of play over it. And
New Mexico will enter two familiarity with the demanding
teams in the competition. The No. 18 holes has to be a big asset.
Most of the teams entered ar1 unit will be led by juniors Terry
rived in time Tuesday for a pracDear and Mike Goodart and
freshman Chuck Milne. Senior
Dick Placek and juniors Steve Kickoff I :30 p.m. at U.
Satterstrom and Dennis McCloskey will round out the first sixman team.
First Use pf South Course
This is the first year that the
Tucker has been played over the
The UNM freshman football
UNM south course, The tourney team opens its four-game schedwas slated for there last· year, ule here Saturday when the Wolfbut the course wasn't in shape pups tangle with a rugged New
to be opened until December.
Mexico State University team.
The par-72, 7300-yard layout Kickoff is scheduled for 1:30 p.m.
could be a more impressive chal- at University Stadium.
lenge than the old north course
"We couldn't have a tougher
that is giving way to the UNM opener
than the Aggies. They are
Medical School.
a fast, well-polished group," said
The new links hosted the :West- Bob McAlister, Wolfpup coach.
ern Athletic Conference cham- The Aggie freshmen opened their
pionships in spring, '67, and the season by running over the Unicity tournament last July and versity of Texas at El Paso 59-0
bowed to no one. The Tucker en- after exploding for 20 points in
trants will be the best ever to the first quarter.
play the course.
The Wolfpup offense will have
It is safe to predict that the Bob Anderson (191) and Bill
long, rolling course will defeat Frost (165) at the ends with 270many collegians. The tough pound Rodney Wallace and Bob
course is one of the things Me· Hicks (227) at the tackles. Har-

tice round over the south 18, and
few came away encouraged by
what they saw.
Women w Play
The women's division of the
tournament begins play today at
Arroyo del Oso golf course-Albuquerque's newest municipal
links.

The number of varsity and
freshman junior college teams entered made it almost . impossible
to have all divisions of play over
the UNM course, so the city consented to have Arroyo host the
women'!! 54-hole affair.

Stadium

RN

Wolfpups Open Four-Game Schedule
Saturday Against 'Tough' Aggie Team

ON

old Hawkins (225) and Jim Watson (200) are the guards with
Jerry Buckner (190) at center.
Starting at quarterback will be
Terry Schultz (175), with George
Fitzgerald (177) at fullback. The
backfield will be completed with
Jim Newton (196) at fullback
and Pat Gallegos (178) at the
flanker.
The Aggies will be directed by
Rick Day, who is expected to get
the call at quarterback. The Aggies used three quarterbacks
against UTEP with Day ranked
as number one. The Aggie running game will be built around
192-pound fullback Lynn Martin
and tailback Gary Vye scor4ld
three touchdowns in the Aggie

LIGHTING
CENTER
COMPLETE LINE
OF

PSYCHEDELIC

LIGHTING
1220 Central Avenue, S.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Telephone 247..0178
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Dean Whiteside OK's
New Women's Hours

-fe,.
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Tucker Opens Today; l-louston Fav.ored

tions :Western Conference,
The association also holds informal discussions with authorities on problems in international
relations of interest to its members. All person11 interested are
invited to attend today's meeting.

BEN'S BARBER SHOP
AND HAIRSTYLING ·

2914 CENTRAL S.E.

Page 7
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Beginning today new hours will
go into effect in women's dormitories and sorority houses. Closing is now 11 p.m. on Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, and Thursdays.
Dean of Women Helen Whiteside approved the new hours Tuesday, said a spokesman for Associated Women's Students.
Overnights in Albuquerque during Homecoming were also approved. A letter from Dean
Whiteside's office will be sent
to the appropriate residence halls
explaining the new set-up.
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Variety is the word
for Corbin's fall trousering
For every occasion there is a superb Corbin trousering.
You can select from such exclusive Corbin fabrics as
Country Harvest, Buggy Whip Worsted, Hardy
Homespun, Paddock Worsted and Hunting Twills.
There is an abundance of patterns and colours, too.
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The ability to think for
yourself, and to think
correctly when making
decisions,determines
your future.
Come to this lecture
that will examine the
true nature of thinking
and its spiritual basis.
It will be given by
Martin N. Heater,
C.S., an experienced
practitioner of
Christian Science
healing ••. and a
member of The
Christian Science
Board of Lectureship.

Be one of the more than a hundred students
to win this outstanding opportunity. You will
study at a prominent university through the
Hughes Fellowship Program. Work-study and
'full-study academic year plans are offered,
You will gain professional experience with-fulltime summer assignments in Hughes research
and development laboratories. You may take
advantage of a variety of assignments through
planned rotation.
Requirements: B.S. degree for Masters Fellowships; M.S. degree for Engineer and Doctoral
Fellowships; U.S. citizenship; grade point average of 3.0 or better out of a possible 4.0;
selection by Hughes Fellowship Committee.

Tue. Oct. 17

· 7:30p.m.
.. S.U.B. Room 231·D·E
$pon'Sored by

CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE·.
ORGANIZATION

•

For additional
mall form to:
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Dr. Arnold M. Small, Director. Scientific Edu-
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Dr. Arnold M. Small, Hughes Aircraft Company
P.O. Box 90515, Los Angeles, Calif. 90009
Please send me information about Hughes Fellowships.
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Dean Finsfon Reports .

Schmidt Writes
.Whitehead Study
Dr. Paul F. Schmidt, professor
of philosophy and chairman of
the UiiM department of philosophy, has written a book on Alfred North Whitehead's philosophical concepts.
The book, entitled "Perception
and Cosmology in Whitehead's
Philosophy," is published by Rutgers University Press. The 192page volume costs $9.
The book is the first full-length
study of the continuity and novelty of Whitehead's theories of
perception. It shows how his
views about perception were influenced by his life-long concern
with the foundations of science.
It also shows how his views about
perception played a fundamental
role in his reformation of the
foundations of science and the
construction of his cosmology.
The study covers 16 of Whitehead's major publications.
Whitehead, who was born in
1861 and died in 1947, was a
famous English philosopher and
mathematician whose writings
and thoughts have influenced
contemporary thinking
Dr. Schmidt received his doctorate from Yale . University,
worked for 14 years in the department of philosophy at Oberlin College, and has been at UNM
for several years. This is his second book; his first publication
was entitled "Religious Knowledge.''

WANT ADS
I
I

•!

•

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
,4 line ad., 65¢-4 timeo, $2.00. Insertions
must be submitted by noon on dny before
publication to Room 159, Student Publiea·
tiona Boilding, or telephone 277-4002 or
277·4102•

•

f

ROOM&BOARD

'

I
;

,,

THE COLLEGE INN atill hiiB some acoommodations available. 20 meals .a week

maid & linen service, eolot- TV • swim:
ming Pool. laundry facilities, Private
parking, walking distance to campus.
ModeratelY prieed. 803 Ash NE. Phone

'

'

243-2881.

SERVICES

~

i
I

e

· TYPEWRITER Sales & Sei"Jio.,, nil
malt.t::J. 20 percent discount with this ad
Free pickup and delivery. Open until 8
p.m. on Monday & thursday. E & E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
243·0588.
FOR BALE

.•

FOR SALE : Silvertone Amp with foot
switch-very- good
condition,
coet
$179.01l--aacrifiee $100.00. Also Hufl'y 3
SPeed bike-excellent $25.00. TeL 2773123. 10/6, 9, 11, 12.
-~ 1957 CHEVROLET 2 dr. 8 cylinder automatic $365.00. Call 268-4742 after 5
p.m.l0/6.
PLAYBOY Magazine Student Rates now
available. Save $3.25 per year or more.
Call UNM Campus Repreoentative. 2479082. 10/6. 9, 11, 12.
BSA 1965 Model 350 ee. Metallic Blue &
Chrome finish. In perfect eondition.
Call 268-1216 dlll'B, 255·8486 after 5.
10/9, 11, 12, 13.
PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS, PSYCHA·
DELIC POSTERS & BUTTONS If we
don•t have them,. then you don'i want
them. Send for samples and list. MADAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609
E. Col!ax, Denver, ColoJ:'S.do. 80220.
FLOWER POWER-Buy a mum from
Town Club and see what $2.25 can do
for you. 10/11, 12, 13.
FOR RENT
APARTMENT: Newly remodelled & furnisbed. Ideal for single person. 8 minutes from campus by ear. $45. plus Jeetrieity. Phone 344-0410 after 4 p.m.
GREEN CASTLE APARTMENTS !or
rent. 15th & Central SW. 10/-2 wks.
CHARMING Adobe-$85, . Fireplace and
modern utilities, N.W. VaUey location.
Call 344·5792 or 344-1266 or 265·6057.

.

MISCELLANEOUS
"DATE Application with an .Eligible
Bachelor" 35 cents, 3 !or $1.00. Royal
Enterprizes, Box 1502, Santa Fe, N.M,
87501
WANTED:
WANTED : Used weight lifting set, at
least 125 Jbs. Call Steve, 255·9162.

Business School Expands
Studies, Plans Doctorate
the Dean said, "It must be periodBy CRAIG GUEST
Business Administration Dean ically modified on the basis of
lloward Finston listed three or- actual experience, but the design
ganizational changes in his col- . represents an effort to shape orlege and the addition of a doctor- ganizational structure 11ccording
ate p:r()gram to begin next year in to our objectives.''
a recently issued annual report.
Several members of the busiThe organizational changes are ness faculty helped plan the_ new
due to the relatively new phases system but the Dean named Proof administrative education such fessor Lothar Winter as the one
as operations research, behavioral who contributed the most.
science, and information theory.
The business school doctoral
These new phases must be pre- program, which was devised by a
sented by 'the College of Busi- special committee of business facness Administration as well as ulty members, was approved by
the traditional functions of enter- the general faculty of UNM last
prise, he said.
May.
The three divisions are manaThe doctor11l program would be
gerical control, directed by Dr.
in
effect for next fall "assuming
Edwin Caplan; organizational
science under Dr. Edward Nolan; proper budgetary support and
and operations and environment approval by the state Board of
Educational Finance" is achievunder Dr. Daniel Slate.
About the new organization ed, Finston said.

ARTURO DELMONI, violinist, will be one of the featured soloists
in the UNM Orchestra's first concert Friday, Oct. 13 at 8:15 p.m. in
the Concert Hall in conjunction with the beginning of Homecoming
activities. The concert, conducted by Kurt Frederick, will feature
Delmoni and cellist Toby Saks in the Concerto for Violin and Cello
by Brahms. Prices for the concert are 75 cents for students and $1.50
for all others.

Thursday at 7:20 on 90.1 FM

Associated Students President

BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR!

A MAN FOR

·D ALLSEASONS~
nODE liT IJOLT •TECHNICOLOR"
Open 7:00pm
7:45-9:55

Tel. 298-5445

John Thorson
on a f"~d~ia~l=.============~~~~~~~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~~~
weekly
programwill
of appear
commentary
presented by KUNM radio every
Thursday at 7:20 p.m.
The commentary will focus on
developments in student government and other campus activities.
The show will have a two-fold
purpose, Thorson said. He hopes
the University and the community will be drawn closer through
better understanding and cooperation. And he also hopes to arouse
Freeport Sulphur Company, one of the nation's top producers of minerals, offers
greater student interest and dithe graduate engineer a challenging and professionally stimulating career with
dect involvement in student govunlimited advancement potential.
ernment.
The commentary will be heard
Freeport's flve divisions spread from Georgia to New Mexico while growth
on student-owned KUNM, which
continues at a phenomenal rate. Investments in new plant faCilities in louisiana,
alone, total more than $75 million. In 1967, sales are expected to exceed $175
million, with less than 3,000 employees.

ENGINEERS

TIME
The longest word
in the language?

By letter count, tho Jonaeat
word may be pneumonoultra•

microscopicsilicovolcanoconiozll,
a rare lung disease. You won't
find it in Websters New World
Dictionary, College Edition. But
You will find more useful information about words than in any

other desk dictionary.
Take the word time. In addition to its derivation and an
illwtration showing U.s. time
zones, you'll find 48 clear definitions of the different meanings of time and 27 idiomatic
Uses, such as time of one's life.
In sum, everything you want to
know· about time.
This dictionary is approved
and wed by more than 1000
coUeges and universities. Isn't
it time you owned one? Only
$5.95 for 1760 pages; $G.gS
thumb-indexed.
At Your Bookstore
THE WORLD PUBLISHING CO.
Cleveland and New York:

cerned with itself-some lock niggers out--and so we need some
redefining of what the church is
and what the priest or minister
is supposed to do," he said.
lie said in that part of the problem is communication. Words and
terms have been misused past all
understanding, Boyd said.
"No one's speeific. You throw
your terms around as exioms.
What do you mean by 'love,'
'christianity,' 'democracy,' or
'commie?' And name your jlace
and date.''
Legalize Pot
Calling :for the legalization of
marijuana, he cited this as an
area ot hysterical generalization.
"I say "pot" and you think
"drugs" · but marijuana is not
drug~;~," he said. "It'~;~ not the
~>arne thing a~;~ heroin, LSD-25,
and others. They're really dangerous.''

Much of morality, as preached
from pulpit~>, dean's offices, and
by lawmakers and parents, boils
down to "Someone's ~>aying 'play
games,"- he said, "They say 'don't
drink in public,' so you drink in
the back of a car. What's wrong
with that is that you drink the
whole bottle when you open it.
There's no temperance.
''Or that housemother at the
dorm says to the couple saying
goodnight, 'Don't kiss in front of
the dorm anymore,' and the kids
have been shacked up for two
h.onths," he continued.
Recommends "Bonnie and Clyde" ·
He recommended to his audience a new movie called "Bonnie
and Clyde" recently under attack
for its violence.
"We talk about love, and we're
a racist society. We're mad at a
movie and yet from Indian massacres to Viet Nam and from Bos-

Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial Freedom

For many years Freeport has been the leader in production of sulphur. It also .
rariks among leaders in koolin clay, potash, oil and gas. It will soon produce
phosphoric acid upon completion of its chemical plant at Convent, La. which
will place Freeport among the leading suppliers to the fertilizer industry.
Strong emphasis on research and process development, especially relating to
physical chemistry, minerals extraction and hydrometallurgy, has helped make
Freeport a leader in these fields.
The Engineering Department, toa, has achieved prominence in project design,
development ancJ c9nstruction supervision of new plants in virtually all of the
company's projects.
Whether your interest lies in research and development, design and construction or production, you'll flnd it at Freeport-a world leader that's compact
enough for you to achieve personal satisfaction through individual accomplishment and recognition.
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Student With
Photo Experience
Call277-2331

No. 16

ground church to the established
churches as furnace Christians
vs. catacomb Christians.
Asking the audience to suggest
topics, Boyd spent much of the
evening attempting to explain his
views on issues suggested by lis·
teners.
Relating to College
"Get out of the academic ghetto.
Knock a :few walls down and meet
people in town,
"You're too safe and protected
in the university, You can't look
in Ghana or Brazil :for things to
do. Look in your own god-damned
neighlJorhood.''
The Draft
~·'
Boyd likened Jesus to a civil
disobedience advocate. "I respect
civil disobedience. I respect Jesus.
If any one is going to do anything about it it'll be you. The
over-forties can't. They're caught
up in the structure.''
Black Power Extremists
"Some Negroes are now saying
that they can't take it any longer.
They're through saying 'yasuh'
and 'ma'am.' "
Ten Commandments
An unidentified woman asked
him what he thought of the ten
commandments. He replied that
he didn't like them, referring to
mindless "emotionalism" over
them.
(Continued on page 2)

Legislator Back
Student Lobbying
By WAYNE CIDDIO
vide information on both sides of
Th1·ee Bernalillo County legis- a question and give all informalators voiced approval and sup- tion it had access to."
port for the establishment of a
"I don't think, however, that
student lobby at the state legisla- you could be a group separate
ture in Santa Fe at last night's from the administration without
Student Senate meeting.
encountering :Pressures. An indeSenator William Sego, Repre- - pendent student lobby would be
sentative J. M. "Mel" Eaves, and ineffective without cooperation
Rep1•esentative Thomas W· Hoov- from the administration. It
er told student senat.Ot<fl the vn!ue clto.uld hi; a <:umlllllcd effort to
of a "strong, effective student lob- represent your university," said
by in providing information on Sego.
specific subjects of student in- Offers Assistance
terest..,
Sen Eaves said, "Students are
Lobbies Necessary
continually told by public officials
Sen. Sego said, "I feel there is that they should seek a proper
a direct necessity for lobbying manner of furthering the demogroups. A good lobby would pro- cratic process. 1 would like to
offer my assistance in a proper
approach to an effective student
lobby.''
.
Sen. Hoover stressed the need
for representation from other
univer~ties as well as UNM.
"The
problem at UNM is that it
The following ten girls are
is
regarded
as Albuquerque's
finalists in the 1967 Homecoming
college. If the student lobby conqueen contest:
Grace Arnett, Ellen Cullaton, sisted of representatives from
Tina Elliott, Pam Fink, Paulette other schools, representation
Key, Cheri Kirchner, Mary Mac- would be more meaningful.''
Pherson, Verlinda Parnell, Kath- Must List Priorities
leen Rail, and Mary Setzler.
Legislators emphasized that stuThe queen and her two attend- dents would have to "list top
ants will be crowned at tomorrow priorities of interest" for lobbynight's coronation assembly at ing to be effective. They said that
8:15 p.m. in Johnson Gym. The lobbying confined to a limited
queen and her court will reign field of interest, namely student
over Homecoming '67 activities concerns, would be of most value.
(Continued on. page 2)
this weekend.

Finalists Announced
For Queen Contest

Tomorrow night's Homecoming dance will feature Harpers Bizarre, a singing group from Santa
Cruz, Calif. The group has recorded "Come to the Sunshine," and the "59th St. Bridge Song." Fill·
ing the backup positions for tomorrow night's dance will be t~e S_u~day l:'unnies an~ the Ce~ar
Dwellers. The dance is scheduled to run from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Tickets are still on sale m the Uruon
ticket office at a $1.50 per person •

Canadians OK Birth Control
Canadian University Press
TORONTO, Canada-The student administrative council at
the University of Toronto has
endorsed a birth control educatioh.,. program to be run by a
group of senior co-eds.
They have been distributing
contraceptive information to
anyone asking for it and refer-

Military status?
Although _Fre~port hires without regard to selective service stahJS, it is considered
an essentral mdustry. You may qualify for a critical occupation (11-A) rating.

ring inqumes to the Planned gram. Carleton University's chapParenthood Association and Tor- lain says there was a similar dub
onto doctors who have agreed to on the campus and there was no
trouble from either university atJ.~
co-operate.
The council's president, Tom thorities or the law.
Such clubs have also been
Faulkner, thought he might face formed
on U.S. campuses as well.
jail as a result of the council's The first was at Hofstra Univeraction, since it is against the law sity, Long Island, New York, last
in Canada to sell or dispose of ·year,
Although many student groups
any instructions "intended or rein the U.S. have pressed for
presented as a method of prevent- health services to give out birth
ing contraception.''
control pills, a survey of 315
But Ontario Attorney General health services last year showed
Arthur Wishert says, "I have not that only one in 25 campus clinics
thought of taking action in this will give pills to unmarried wommatter/'
en, and 55 per cent will not presToronto is not the first Canadi- cribe the pill under any circums·
an university with such a pro- tances.

Hanging Through Oct. 30

Peter Hurd Paintings Now on, Display;
Cover European WWII Air Battles

INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD ON CAMPUS:
Wednesday, October 18

Contact your placement office for further details

WANTED

ton Tea Parties to Newark and
Detroit we're the most violent
nation in the history of the world.
"And you get some fuddy-duddy
who hates blacks, Vietnamese,
sexual freedom, and the underground church and he says in
fury, 'This is a violent film!' And
attacks it!"
Religion Is Idolatry
D!!riding what he called "the
worship of religion and not of
God," he called it idolatry.
"In my first parish it came to
the point where we did not have
the money to run the furnace. I
asked a lady of the parish if she
really needed the furnace to worship God, Couldn't she, l asked,
empathize with the early Christians .in the catacombs?"
The lady in question told him
she wouldn't be back until the
furnace was running.
lie likened the new under-

COLUMDIA Pl<..iP~!l~1: FRED ZINNEMANN'S ....,..,.

STARTS TODAY!

broadcasts at 90.1 on the FM

By ROB BURTON
The "God-is-at-church" Idea has
killed the church and the ministry
colm Boyd, a self-termed "working among the people, Rev. Malcolm Boyd, a self-termed "Worker-priest," told an audience of
about 2000 in the Concert Hall
last night.
·
"God is secular and the ministry should be too," Boyd said.
"Churches have gotten too respectable and ·have spent too. much
time in real estate and fund-.raising to keep the damn furnace run.
ning, having society we~dings."
Churches have rejected God and
now worship religion, Boyd said;
"Blasphemy! Idolatry! Where is
the voice from the wilderness?"
Redefining Necessary
"Is the church, the building, the
four walls and horrible pews, is
all this necessary?" he asked.
"The church has been too con-

-WINNER Of 6 ACADEMY AWARDS INCLUDING-

Fromlht play by

Weekly KUNM Program to Feature
Thorson, Focus on Campus Activity

Boyd Issues Call fo r Secular Ministry

Or, write or call:

T.L Vandegrift, Assistant to ManagerIndustrial & Personnel Relations

FREEPORt SULPHUR COMPANY
P. 0. Box 61520
New Orleans, La. 70160
Telephone: Area Code 504/529-4393

TilE

'poLLS WERE BUSY all day yesterday
Homecoming queen. Ten finalists were seleeted
queen and her two attendants will be crowned
for 8:15 in Johnson Gym. The 1967 Homecl)ming
Uo~h. (Photo by Noland)
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as students filed in to vote for their choice for 1967
from an original list of 17. The 1967 Homecoming
at tomorrow night's coronation assembly scheduled
queen will be crown·cd by last year's queen, Carol

Twenty-live paintings representing a Wol'ld War II assignment of New Mexico's f!lm 0 1;1s
artist Peter Hurd are on v1ew tn
the UNM Union Gallery.
Scheduled for hanging through
Oct. 30, they represent the men
and activities of the American
8th Air .Force Bomber Command
operating over enemy-held territory,
His works cover a five-month
period he shared as he lived and
worked with the airmen.
Roswell-born Hurd, whose con-

trovcrsial painting of President
Johnson highlighted the past
summer's Arts and Crafts Fair
•

.

..

m Old. Town, attended t~e Pl!nnsylvama Ac~demy of Fme A~ts.
He also pamtt;d ~he Ascen~wn
Island and Ind1a m 1944. Smce
1951 he has lived and worked in
Roswell.
Vit!itors are '\Velcome to the
Union gallery without charge
from 8 a.m. until 10 p.m. Manday through Saturday and from
noon until 10 p.m. Sunday.
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